
 

 

NOTICE 

Dated: 23-03-2023 

If anyone interested in Internship on Sales & Marketing, can go 

through the attached document. The Internship Programme is 

for 6-7 week and suitable for the students of B. Com and BBA. 

Interested students can report at IQAC office on or before 1st 

April, 2023. 

 

 

Dr. R. Khataniar 

Coordinator, IQAC, BHC 
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CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION

This is to certify that  Dr. Rabinjyoti Khataniar, Asstt. Prof.  from B.H.College-Barpeta, Assam actively participated in a WEBINAR conducted by 
BLAZE SERVICES-INDIA, on Tue, 21st of March 2023, through Google Meet.

Where he has shown his interest on the holistic development of students to make them self depend and confident.

BLAZE SERVICES-INDIA, feel proud on such instructor, like DR. Rabinjyoti Khataniar, who always push their students and others towards growth and sky 

of success.

We believe that he will keep continue for this throughout the life and he will also play an important role for joining hands between BLAZE SERVICES-INDIA 

&  B.H.College-Barpeta, Assam.

BEST WISHES !!! GOOD LUCK!!!

Chief

  BLAZE SERVICES-INDIA

....   सफलतां यशः च
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RESPONSES FOR   S  UMMER INTERNSHIP  

Dr. Rabinjyoti Khataniar, Asstt. Prof.-8011068292

C/O Dr. Bhushan Chandra Tripathi-- 9435513261

B.H.College-Barpeta, Assam

Reference for: RESPONSES FOR   SUMMER INTERN  SHIP.  

Hello Dr. Bhushan Chandra Tripathi
GREETINGS FROM ‘BLAZE SERVICES!!!’
We, BLAZE SERVICES, thank Dr. Rabinjyoti Khataniar for participating in our webinar 

conducted on Mar 21, 2023 @ 03:00 PM.
AS discussed with him in the meeting we're offering free internship  for all your Students.
Since, we are offering Internship we'll provide all possible support from our end (As per our

Guidelines.)

And, we expect from your organization to support all your students to provide academic & 

other support from your end.

Since, we 're looking for 'Sales & Marketing Intern' to perform with us in the LIVE 

PROJECTS, to whom we can connect and share our guidance to complete their internship 

task.

Since, we are offering the internship for: 05-06 weeks only, where the students have to 

perform for their given task during the 05-06 weeks tenure, with the revenue generation of 

INR2,50,000.00 or above for BLAZE SERVICES, where students need to search those 

clients they are willing to develop their Window or Web based application.

Revenue will be counted only when we'll receive the revenue in the favour of BLAZE 

SERVICES in credited form only.

Those, who will complete their given task within the tenure along with above noted 

revenue, those will receive the Stypend of INR12,500.00 or on the basis of their revenue 

generation along with their INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE.

Those who will not be able to generate the above noted revenue but reaches at least 80% of 

above noted revenue will also get the same stypend but, they will generate less than 80% of 

above noted revenue they will get the share of 10% only, from their generated revenue. (as 

per their revenue generation) along with their INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE from us.

Continue...... ..
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Those who will complete their internship successfully will also get a chance to perform with

us within our team, only if they will be able to cross the below noted barriers successfully:

A.    Internship Program- For05-06 Weeks

B.    Certification- For 24-29 Weeks

C.    Learners Bruh-up- For16-20 Weeks

D.    On the Job Trainings- For 15-21 Weeks

E. WELCOME ABOARD

Below noted link will bring you to our FREE student registration portal.

WE SUGGEST ALL STUDENTS, to Kindly click on the link and submit their 
application also forward the same to all your friends for free registration with us.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/

1FAIpQLSegvNbi62VaJTg6l0mcOGmf_F0ou8keVmUtjmxcH-zo8AqZeA/viewform?

usp=share_link

NOTE: WE REQUEST YOU TO COMPLETE THE 'STUDENT REGISTRATION 

PROCESS' WITHIN THIS MONT ONLY. SO THAT WE CAN CREATE THEIR 

BATCHES FOR THE SAME.

We bereave that, BLAZE SERVICES AND YOUR ORGANIZATION WILL JOIN HANDS

FOR A LONG LASTING BUSINESS AND MORAL RELATIONSHIP WITH EACH 

OTHER. 

Here, we have attached the PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATE for 'Dr. Rabinjyoti 
Khataniar', PFA....

Feel free to call us for any support from our end.

Thanks.

Regards,

Prakhar Srivastava

91-8853388886

Chief

  BLAZE SERVICES-INDIA
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